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Abstract
Computational art synthesis as an expressive way for producing user-desired appearances has received much attention in creative media researches. In interactive design, it would be powerful to re-render the stylized presentation of interested objects virtually using computer-aided design tools for artistic effects generation and synthesis. However, the existing stylization and painterly rendering methods focused on artistic restyling directly in the field of RGB space considering little for the detailed salient structures of the input images, which unavoidably results in salience information loss. In this talk, we focused the structure-aware computational art synthesis on efficient stylization, perceptual mosaic, and face sketch synthesis. We present a real-time abstract stylization that preserves the fine structure in the original images using gradient optimization. Further, we introduce a GPU-accelerated perceptual mosaic using density tiles replacement and brightness lighting optimization, keeping original image structure details and providing more expressive visual effects. In addition, we present a face sketch synthesis via deep neural network feature maps guided optimization. Our results accurately capture the sketch drawing style and make full use of the whole stylistic information hidden in the training dataset.
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